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Abstract 

Th" theorems concerning gains from trade and from market. int.l'gration 
in customs unions are revisited when t.he consumption spt.s or pn{,'r('nc('s arl' 
not n!'c('ssarily convex. The ma.in id('a involvl'd ill showing Pan't.o gains is t hI' 
use of dispersed compen.ontion. This allows us t,o consider sit.uat.ions in which 
consumers couln migratl' to olh('r cotlnt.ri('s forming t.h(' union . ann "vl'n 
to anaJyz!' the case whl're survival of the whol(' populat.ion is not !'nsllred. 
Two kinds of comp!'nsat ion ml'chanism ar!' USl'Cl. Thl' first. USI'S lump slim 
transfers. The second assumes t.hat. the government. can fr(,(,7.e pricf's and 
divid~nns and use a. poll suhsidy. 



1 Introduction 

The gains from tracle theOrems ilS first. shown hy Samuelson (19:l9 and 19(2) 
and Kl'mp (1962) claim that. when a group of countries frres tradf' among 
them, improveml'nts in efficiency arc possihle and these mak., possible a 
Parl'to gain if the adcquate compensation is implemcnted. Historically two 
kinds of compensation mechanism which give rise t.o a Parl'to gain a,rl' uscd. 
Thl' first, associated with classical welfare economics, assumf'd t.hat. gOVf'rn
mcnts had enough information availab.lc about people's charact.f'fistics to 
usc lump-sum compensation. The sl'cond, forming part of t.hl' llf'W welfare 
economics, takes into account the informational restrictiolls fan'd hy govl'rn
ml'nt.s and uses only incentive compatihlecompensat.ion. Thf'n two compen
satory mechanisms have been used. The first is the one devisf'd hy Dixit 
and Norman (1980, 1986) based on the Diamond and Mirrlres (1971) justi
fication of productive efficiency and uses movements in commodit.y t.ax{'S to 
implement the Pareto gain. The serond js thf' one devisf'd hy Hammond and 
Sempere (1992) which extends the latter to avoid thc assumptinn of frf'e dis
posability and redlJCeS the informational reql1irement.s. This compensat.ion 
mechanism involves changes in commodit.y taxI's and also a uniform suhsidy. 

All these works usc the assumption of convl'xity. Wf' claim t.hat t.his is 
very restrictive in international trade models where cf'rt.ain indivisihilit.i{'S arc 
more evidf'nt .. .II very important. example to considf'r is the' casl' of migrat.ion. 
If we allow prople t.o migratf', assuming convcxit.y in consuml'r feasihlf' Sl'ts 
ml'ans that. all goods and sl'rvices arl' intcrnationally t.radl'd amI t.hl'Y are 
also divisible'. In fad, in most of thl' work on thc gains from t.radl' th""rems 
labour services are' like any other Arro~-Df'hren commodity. If no dist.inction 
is made' between tradeablc amI non-trade'able commodit.il's , t hl'se models 
implicitly allow t.he analysis of gains from free tradl' of lahour services. Each 
national agent could, aft.er t.he trade liberalization, offPf frrely his lahour 
servicffi in all the rest of countries. Even in several of t.l1l'1ll simult,anously. It 
is assumed that it is cost.ll'ss to migrate from one count,ry t.o anot.hl'r and t.hat 
labour is perfectly divisihle. Tn real economies it. is ha,rd to supply lahonr at 
several different places simultanollsly. In OUI' model We' a$sum~ that lahour 
is included in the set of non-tradeahle commodi(,ies of a count.ry. TllI'n we 
will allow the conSllmer to offer his lahour 4lupply in ot.ill'r connt.ril's but 
this will hc costly for him. These fads would explain difTf'rfoncf,,; in wa.ges 
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between different countries, even after freeing t.rade and allowing migrat,ion, 
because we consider labour supplied in each different, country as a different 
commodity. On the other hand, it shows how restrictive is the convexity of 
preferences when the same goods, but consumed in different countries, are 
mixed. For these reasons, in this paper we are not going to assume convexity 
in consumers' characteristics. 

This will allow us to consider also the case of economies without full 
survival, as discussed by Coles and Hammond (1991), and thus alflO discuss 
the possibility of Pareto gains in ca."es where part of the populntion faces 
chances of starvation when th~y do not have enough income. Wit.h t.his 
complication a problem arises at the time of d£'fining a Par£'to gain in our 
static economy. We could make this COnCf'pt depend on th£' a.,sl1mpt.ion of 
local non-satiatioJ1 of no~-sl;rvivors (even in t.he situation wh('re t.hey st.arve). 
This would imply that non-survivors are bett.('r off if they have more food 
before dying. But. we could also consider that the situation of a person who 
wOll1d starve in absence of the reform would be improved only in t.he ca..e in 
which he is made to survive. This will not always he feasible. So a Par('to 
improvement in the economy without full survival will be a situation where 
all survivors are improved, some non-survivors are mac\(' survivors and made 
better off, and no survivor is made a non-survivor. 

The methodology we will use to tackle non-convexities makes use of a 
model with a continuum of traders as originated in the work of Aumann 
(1964) and follows the methods of Hildenhrand (1971), as deYf'lop£'(1 in Ya
mazaki (1981). These are based on the smoothing £'ff£'cts of aggregation 
when the distribution of agents' characterist.ics is di.<per .• ed in a cert.ain way. 
Tn part.icular, at. t.he time of designing th£' compensat,ory mechanism, we will 
require the addit.ional property of dispersed compensalion. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 sets up a general equi lihrium 
mod('1 of an international economy with a cont.inuum of traders. S('ct.ion 3 
defines our concept of potential Pareto gains. Section 4 analyzes the possibil
ity of getting Pa.ret.o gains from creating customs unions wll/'n migration is 
allowed, and when using lump-sum transfers is feasible for each government. 
Section 5 proves the possibility of Pareto gains under the weaker assllmpt.ion 
that only incentive compa.tib!e compensation is feasible. S .. ct.ion 6 analyzes 
the case when the assumption of full survival of the populnt.ion is removed, 
and Section 7 concludes the paper with some final remarks. ' 
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2 An International Economy with a Contin
uum of traders 

There are [( count.ries indexed by k. There is a continuum of consumf'rs I 
indexed by i. h is the subset of consumers originally living in country k. We 
also assume that there is a finite set of commodities, denoted by L. This set 
is partioned into L = UkEK Nk U T, where Nk is the set of goods specific to 
country k and T is the set of internationally traded goods. 

Each individual is charactf'rized by a preferf'nce rdation ti which satisfif's 
transitivity, completeness, continuity and local non-satiation. The set of 
preference orderings, as represented by their graphs, will be endowecl with 
the closed convergence topology. Each indiviclual also has a consumption set 
Xi C ~L which is assumed to be dosed but non necessari ly convex. Examples 
of non-convex consumption sets are the following: 

EXAMPLE 1: Migration: Suppose that individuals have the possihility of 
migrating. This is like giving them the chance of both choosing bf'tween 
alternative sets of non-traded goods and buying traded goods at different 
prices (because of differen!. distortionary taxat.ion) from t.hose in t.hdr original 
countries by expending a given amount on travelling, removal costs, learning 
the language, et.c.... In the set of non-tracled goods of one nat.ion there 
would hypothetically be local public productipn, !lIost labour services, and 
also other non-tradeables. The literature on local public goods analyses t.he 
case in which each agent derides where to live on the basis of public goods 
and taxes. This would be easily adapted here to the case in whirh public 
production is included as an additional firm producing non-traded goods and 
commodity taxes would fix clifferent consumer prices in each of the countries. 
Each consumer would have a prefer"!1~e relation on the exist.ing commodit.ies 
and, on the basis of nat.ional prices a.nd non-traded goods, migrat.ion cost.s, 
income and preferences, he would choose where to live. 

If the individual lives in one of the countries, it is not feasihle for him to 
consume non-traded goods of other countries unless he bears the migration 
costs in a minimal amount. Denote by C~k' a minimal amount of net trades 
necessary to arrange migration fro!ll k to k' . Let X~k' be the set of feasible 
consumptions for consumer i when he bears the amount neede<! 4k~ of the 
cost of migration from k 1.0 k'. It is easy t() notice that if we define the 
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consumption set as Xi == Uk'EK Xkk• there could be discontinuous preferences 
at points on the lower boundary of some Xkk •• These discontinuities would 
be due to the fact that a migrant to k' consuming xi E Xkk • might prefer 
points xi E Xkk• quite a bit worse than Xi t.o points xi which are close to xi, 
because li ving in k' could he valued for its own sake. To avoid t.his 'problem 
we will introduce conslimpt.ion of locat.ion as a non-market.ed good in the 
definition of the consumption set. 

Let {k} be here the variable representing consumption of location ' at 
country k. Thus consumption of location or, in other words, migrat.ion will 
be introduced as a good in its own right, even though not rnark.·t.ed. Now 
consumer i's feasible set would be Xi == Uk'E/.-{ k} x Xkk' where if I E Nk• 

and xi < C~k' it implies that xi = 0 if xi E Xi and i E h, ~' =I k'. And also 
if xi ;:: CH' and xi =I 0 for some I E Nk' t.hen xi :; 0 if I E Nk if xi E Xi and 
i E h. In other words, if the individual consumes of one of t.he non·t.raded 
goods set it must bear the migrat.ion cost.s to preserve fea..ihility. We will 
restrict our analysis t.o the case in which t.he consumer can migrat.e t.o only 
one of the other countries, so that if xi =I 0 for some It E Nk• t.hen xi = 0 for 
alii E Nk" whenever k' =I k". Obviously, Cik = 0 hecause consumpt.ion in i's 
original country is possible wit.hout purchasing some migration sf'rvi<-es. 

We will assume also that Xik' for k, k' E h" are conv\,x and ci!:)sed set.s. 
Clearly the lat.ter does not imply t.hat the sets Xi are convex. The appear
ance of indivisible costs of co.nsufilption of !Jon-trad .. d go.ods and the fact, 
that CH' could be considered as indivisible composite commodities im.ply 
non-convexitie •• in consumption sets. 

EXAMPLE 2: Non-sllrt'i!'n/ pconomies (Coles and Hammond (1991) }: An in
dividual survivE'S if his budg .. t set intersects the set of consurnpt,ions which he 
needs to survive. If this intersection is empty the individual will st.arve. Each 
agent has a survival consumption s .. t XS and a non-survival consl lmption set 
X N. Each one is assumed to be convex and closed. Then t.h .. consumer fea
sible set would be X := X 5 .u XN. The problem with t.his consllmpj.ion set is 
that preferences defined on it, are typically discontinuous. This is sorted out 
by adding to the commodity space an extra good, reprE'S .. nt.ing survival. This 
is indicated by means of a variable i E {-I,O} representing .. ith .. r survival 
or non-survival. We could relate this to the migration .. xample hy assuming 
that the household lives in the land of t.he dead and he would have to con
sume a minimal amount of commoditi .. s t.o migrate to t.he land of survivors. 



Preferences can still be monotone in the extended commodity space and thl' 
price of the extra good is always zero. Then the consumption set. is 

This set is closed but clearly non-convex. 

Let (1,9', v) denote an atomless measure space of economic agent.s, whl're 
9' is the u-algebra of measurable subsets. and v the distribution of agents 
characteristics. A cont.inlll)m e"onomy, as definl'd in Aumann (1901), is a 
measurable mapping 

from the measure space into the space of agents charact.l'ristics. We also con
sider production, as Hildenbrand (1974), in the form of a coalition production 

. economy.! That is, a production set correspondence 

will be specified which will give a production set to each measl!rable subset 
of agents. For each coalition of consumers S, the set VIS) C ;RD sat.isfies 
o E V IS). Each coalition chooses a vect.or of production yS. Then the 
production set of the agl'nt.s of country k is Y(h) (denotl'd Yk from now 
on so its elements will be written as Yk). It is also assuml'd that if 1 does 
not belong to Nk U T, then yf = 0 whenever S C h (before the reform) 
and yS E YeS). This assumption implies that even though owners of t.he 
firms can migrat.e and offl'r I ab()l!f· in other countries, t.I1I'Y cannot transport 
their production activities with them. Each production set is assuml'd to be 
closed and convex. They are also assumed to satisfy t.he requirl'm('nt. that for 
each aggregate lower bound y the constrained set of internat.ional procluct.ion 
allocations -

K K KIl " Y (1!.) = {y E Y = l'k I ~ Yk ~ !!.} 
kEn kEK 

is bounded. This means that in the .international economy, bouu<i"d inputs 
only allow bounded outputs in each separate cotJntry . 

. I As shown in Hildenbrand (1974), p. 227, problem ~, t.hese economi('S have a privat.e 
. , . .. . 

Ownership Economy as a special case. 
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Denote by qk the vector of consumer prices of country k, which could 
be different from producer prices p because of commodity taxation. Let 
q = {qk hEK. Also denote by mi the net transfers consumer i gf't.s from pro
duction profits and government transfers if he lives in k. Let mi = {1l1~hEK 
For each consumer we can define the budget set correspondence if he lives in 
country k, 

Bi(qk, m~) = {xi E Xi I qkxi $ mn 
where mi is the net transfer received if i Iiv~ in k. The plJ(lg"t. set corre
spondence if he can migrate to any kEf( is giv('n by 

Bi(q, mil = UkE'" n[(qk, m~) 

The compensated demand correspondence is 

~!(q,mi) = {xi E Bi(q,mi) I xitixi =} qkxi ~ mi 'v'q 

and the Walrasian demand correspondence, 

~~(q,mi) = {xi E IJi(q,mi) I xi >-i xi =} qkxi > mi 'v'q 

These compensated demands will be non-empty if the budgd. com'spon
dences are non-empty and wiJI have a closed graph provi(if'd that. t.he set 
of preference orderings is endowed with the closed convergence topology. 
Walrasian demands wiJI be non-empty for (q, mil such that the bu(lgl't. corre
spondence is non-empty and the correspondence will also have a c1osf'd graph 
whenever there is a cheaper point xiE Xi with qkxi < mi in the correspond
ing "local" consumption set (conditioned to the decision of location). 

With our definitions of df"mands, we have given I'ach consumer t.he pos
sibility of choosing between the different budget sets which he would face in 
each different country. Given that we have incorporat.ed the migration cost.s 
in the consumption sets , his choice represents a choice of country. Com
pensated dem"n(is are demand that minimi7-e cost, whf'n t.he individual can 
choose the c";urit.ry where he consumes or supplies. In a similar way we 
can define Walrasian demands as those which maximize utilit.y subj,·ct to 
a budget constraint that could be different for different count.rif's whf're the 
consumer can choose between different sets of non-trad"d goods and difff'r"nt 
commodity taxes. This df'finition generalizes the one u8(>(1 in n"wlf'Y (1981) 
in the context of local public goods theory. 
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We wltnt to find an allocation that is Pan'to superior to a prespecified 
status quo in the customs union (x, y). In this paper we assume that t.hl' 
pre-reform allocation satisfies a balance of tracle constraint, which could be 
expressed in terms of averages WZk = bk for E'ach country ~" wlll'rE' til is 
the world price vector for traded goods, bk is a maximum allowahll' averag" 
deficit, and Zk is the net mean import vector which could be d"fitlf'd by 

Zk = 1 x'tiv - y(h) = Xk - ih 
I, . 

Tn order to leave the rest of t.he world unchanged wJwn the cust.oms.union is 
formed, we assume, following most of t.he lit.erature on the gains from union 
formation, that an externltl tariff can be set so t.hat bot.h world pricE'S tv a.nd 
the average amount of trltde per head 

Z = f x'dv - y(I) = x - fi 11 . 
of the union with the rest of the world, remain const.ant. This means t.hat, 
even though the amount traded by any particular cottntry could bE' diff"rent. 
t.han before the reform, this difference is compensated by ot.hE'r offsett.ing 
changes so that the total is the same. It is import.ant to reali7.1' that. aft.er 
the change, tariffs among the members disappear and therefore t.here will be 
a common vector of producer prices p for t.raded goods. Thus, in our mod"l, 
the vector of ext.ernal tariffs p - til and producer prices p will hI' endogenous, 
adjusting to clear commoclit.y markets ace ross t.he union whill' kl'l'ping Z and 
IV constant. 

We assume that coltlitions of producers maximi7£ profit.s after the reform. 
For every p I 0, we define coalition 8's supply correspondence by 

T/s(,,) = arg max {pyS I yS E Y(S)} 

which will be non-empty and have a closed graph for prices at which profits 
are boumioo. We also can define the profit fundion as 

Country k's average supply funct ion T/k(p) := T/l'(p) and country ~·'s a.vl'rage 
profit function , 1rk(p) := 1rl.(p) are defined in a similar fashion. Suppose too 
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we also assume that the production set correspondence is countably addit.ive 
(so that nU::tS.) = E:t Y(S.), for S. pairwise disjoint) and absolutely 
continuQu& with respect to v. Then by the Radon-Nikodym Theorem. there 
are measurable functions '1i(p) and lri(p) such that . 

'1s(p) = is'li(p)dV 

lrs(p) = is lri(p)dv 

which represent unambiguous individual allocations of production and profits 
within each coalition.2 Now we assume that the reform improves production 
efficiency in the sense that for each country forming the customs union, the 
productive sector as a whole makes more profits, on average, by adjusting it.s 
plans than by staying where it is, so lrk(p) > pfh. What is required here is 
that the pre-customs union allocation belongs to the interior of the aggregat.e 
production set of the union as a whole. This could be satisfied. even in t.he 
case where production was efficient before the reform in each of the different 
countries. We only need that the normals to the hyperplanes supporting the 
pre-reform production vectors were different for different connl.ries before 
forming the customs union (as would happen because of the exist.ence of 
distorting tariffs). 

3 Potential Pareto Gains 

. Supply-side policies which improve production efficiency, even though they 
.increase aggregate real income, do not. ensure by themselves a Pareto im
provement. A reform can make people better off (for instance, those owners 
of firm.s which benefit from the reform) and some others wor~e off (like those 
with ties to industries that are not competitive after the reform) . In our ex
amples of non-convex cpnsumptign sets the consequences of a reform could, 
dramatically, force some people to a situation of starvation. In the exam-

. pIe with migration, it c01*1 force people to migrate in a very disadvantaged 
position. 

2The Radon-Nikodym derivative is unique up to II-equivalence, .... uming t.hat t.he mea
sure i. O"-finite (each measurable ~t can be expr_d as countable Ilnion of sets of finite 
measure) (see, for instance, Royden (1988)). . 
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Thus, getting a Pareto gain requires designing an appropriate redistribu
tion mechanism. We will show two different kinds of mechanism depending 
on informational assumpt.ions about the government.. For both types we will 
specify some general assumptions. Let m;(p) be unearned income of con
sumer i -that is, income coming from transfers from the public sector and 
dividends of firms. Let qk(p) be consumer prices of country k, its depen
dence on producer prices being due by commodity taxation. We assQme that 
these functions are continuous and homogeneous of degree one in p. Later 
on, we will also make some important assumptions ab~ut the measure dis
tribution of the transfers. Formally, finding a Pareto gain requires finding 
{p, [m;(p)];EI , [qk(p)]kEK} such that: 

(i) fi E ,,;(p) Vi E I v-a.e. 

(ii) x; E ~~(q(p), m;(p)) Vi E I v-a.e. 

(iii) II x;dv - II i/dv = z and 

(iv) x; >-; x; Vi E I v-a.e. 

4 Gains with Migration: LUmP Sum Com
pensation 

Here the government has availahle enough information about. prople's char
acteristics to use lump sum transfers. Now no commodity taxation is used so 
qk(p) = p. Thus the choice of country only depends on non-internationally
t.raded goods, such as job opportunities and housing, and not on different 
consllmer prices for tradeahles. 

Each country joining the union has to reform the tariff system. This 
will have positive effects (in terms of revenue) for some countries and neg
ative effects for some others. Th,ese tariff revenue effects ('ould impede t.he 
implementation of the Pareto gain. To avoid this possibility, we follow the 
literature (see, for instance, Grinols (1981)) and postulate intergovernmenta.l 
transfers which compe!,!sate for the loss of tariff revenue. We assnme t.hat 
the union-wide revenue from the common external tariff forms a commu
nity fund. This gets divided between the lTIember co\lnt.ries. following t.he 
pre-reform pattern of trade. Specifically, when producer prices are p, each 
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member country gets a transfer of (p - W)Zk even if its net import vector 
differs from Zk . We also assume that the amount each country is allowed to 
distribute, on average, does not exceed its national mean income plus mean 
external borrowing and mean transfers derived from the external tariff, so 

r m;(p)dv:5 bk + (p - W)Zk + lI"k(p) = PZk + lrk(p) 
11k 

The transfers must be constructed to assure each consumer more than enough 
income to purchase his pre-reform allocation at the new prices, so that 
m;(p) > pit;. With our assumption of increased production efficiency, this 
would be obviously feasible in average, given that 

1 mk(p)dv = PZk + lrk(p) > pZk + pih 
I. 

for each k E K. Under the assumptions of section 2, there exists a compen
sated equilibrium {p, [X;);E/, W);Ed in which: 

(i) y; E ,/(p) Vi E I v·a.e. 

(ii) x; E e~(p, m;(p)) Vi E T~ and k E K v-a.e. 

(iii) II x;dv - II y;dv = Z 

The construction of the transfers gives each consumer more than enough 
income to buy its pre-reform allocation. This ensures the existence of a 
cheaper point in the consumption set of each consumer, avoiding Arrow's 
exceptional case. In a model with convex consumption sets, compensated 
demand would coincide with Walrasian demand ,,-nd our equilibrium would be 
a competitive one. In a model with pon-convexities this is not true any more. 
Taking the case of migration, this is not enough to prevent the existence 
of a non-null set of individuals from country k who can more than afford 
their pre-reform consumptio"n, but have now migrated and are stuck at the 
lower boundary of one of the sets Xkk • (k E K). This would happen when 
migration is clearly better, even though the migrant is at a cheapest point 
of his conditionally feasible set, given t.he decision to migrate. This difficulty 
could prevent the existence of competit.ive equilibrium. 

To avoid this problem we need an additional assumption, which is moti
vated by Yamazaki's (1981) dispersed endowments and Coles and Hammond's 
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(1991) dispersed needs assumption. To state this assumption formally; d('fine 
first the sets, for i E hand k E K , 

and, 
/(p) = {i E [ I p E pi} 

Now assume: 

DISPERSED COMPENSATION 1: The lump-sum transfers satisfy v(/(p)) = 
o Vp -# o. 

What we are requiring is that the measure distribution of t.he transfers 
conditioned to the consumption set is atom less at tlw points of difficlilty, in 
the sense that it gives nllll measure to the set of agents receiving the same 
transfer and having the same feasible set, for those agents who would decide 
to migrate and their consumption allocation would be a cheapest point of 
the conditionally consumption set given their decision as to which country to 
live in. Then the possible discontinuities of individual demand are dispersed 
so mean demand preserves continllity. A very simple example of a transfer 
system satisfying our conditions is the following: 

EXAMPLE: Assuming that all consumers in country k have the same con
sumption set and pre-reform allocation, the transfer system will give ('ach 
i E h, for each k, 

mi(p) = px' + (Ji[7rk(p) - p!ik) 

where (Ji is uniformly distributed on (0, Ii) , where Ii is fixed in order to satisfy 
f,. (J~(dv) = 1 

As shown below, this is sufficient to have a t;heaper p!>int. in t.he 10ca.1 
feasible set, for almost every consumer and so to make our compensated 
equilibrium a competitive one. 

LEMMA: Assuming that the trons/ers satisfy uDi.~persed compensation 1", 
xi h xi ==> pxi > pxi v-a.e. at the compensated equilibrium. 

PROOF: There are tWQ possible cases to consider. The first happens when the 
individual does not migrate. In this case, because of the construction of the 
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transfers and budget exhaustion, pxi = mi > pxi . The pre-rf'form allocation 
provides trivially a cheaper point. If, at the compensated equilibrium t.he 
consumer has migrated to country k' ( Xi E Xkk')' suppose pii = pri and 
Xi h xi. Then, by our assumption, for l\l(p), there exists Xi E Xkk' sl1("h 
that pxi > pxi. By convexity of Xkk, and continuity of preferences, xi( () = 
(l - f) xi + £Ii E Xtk' and xi(f) :>-i xi for small f > 0, while pXi(f) < px i • 

This contradicts the hypot.hesis that xi was a compensated demand. 0 

From the lemma and the discussion ahove we conclude: 

Proposition 1 With the assumptions oj section 2 anti as.~ltming "di.opersetl 
compensation 1 ",' there exists a competitive equilibrium /I -a.e. In this equi
li6"ium, every consumer is brtter off than at the pre-reJonn allomtion. 

This transfer system depends on what each individual, would have consumed 
in absence of the reform. This is a function of the preferences and incomes 
of consumers and these parameters are generally private information. There
fore the transfer system, following Hammond (1979), is generally not. incen
tive compatible. A diffl'rent problem concerning the economy wit.h migration 
analysed in this section is that achievi ng the Pareto gain also requirf'S t,he 
government of each k to bc able to compensate all the individuals in h. 
even though the set of consumers currently living in k could h,' different. 
That is, each government has to compensate all consumers who were living 
in its country bdore the reform. indf'pendently of wlll're are tlll'Y currently 
living. This happens because, even though each national production sector 
has profited wit.h the reform, it does not mean that each count,ry can afford 
the pre-reform consumption allocation of all its inhahit.ant. (including immi
grants) at new union prices. The first, of t.hese dif!kuit,ies will be sort,l'd out 
in the next section, where we use an incentive compatihle mc;ochanism. 

5 Gains with Migration: Incentive Compat
ible Compensation 

In this section, we use an incentive compatihle ml'chanism 1,0 dist.rihuj,1' t,he 
potential gains. Dixit and Norman (J980) devised an incentive compatible 
mechani~m pasl'd on mQvrmf'l,1ts in ~ommodity taxcs. Thf'Y a.~slll~ .. d that 
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the government had enough tax instruments to freeze consumer prices .and . 
that firms did not have posit.ive profits. Then they assumed the existE'nrE' of 
a positive direction of reform in commodity taxes - i.e. the exi~tence of a 
commodity either purchased or sold by every consumer. By movements on 
the price of this commodity they could get a Pareto gain. In order to get an 
equilibrium, they needed the government to buy the excesses in supply and 
to be able to dispose of them freely. The mechanism we are going to use is 
the one designed by Hammond and Sempere (1992). They exte11(lcd Dixit 
and Norman (1980), assuming explicitly that the government could freeze 
consumer prices and dividends and using a poll subsidy to distribute the 
gains, without requiring the knowledge of a positive direction of commodity 
tax reform. They showed the existence of a competitive equilibrium without 
assuming any sort of free disposal. 

Now we require the original consume~' allocation xi to be an equilihrium 
for the consumers at prices ii = {gkheK and unearned incomes mi so that, 
for each consumer i E h and each k, 

:r.i E ~~(ii, mil 
We also assume that this set. is singl!,-vahu·!\ at incomes ini and pricE's ii and 
that xi and mi are integrable in [ . 

Now, in order to av()id lilly cQnaumer being harmed hy a changE' in com
modity prices or unearned income, assume that each country ~, uses indirect 
taxes to freeze consumer prices and income taxes to freeze any sort of un
earned income. Given that across the unjoll there is a unique produrer price 
vector, that means that each country is fixing separately its own vector of 
commodity taxes. Assume also that if these policies create imhalances in 
each national public sector budget, these are given to the consumE'rs in the 
form of a nationwide poll suhsidy Sk' From these I\Ssuf"!1pt.ions, the Illlllgd 
constraint for i if he lives in k' after the reform is 

B~. (Sk) = {xi E Xi I iik.xi S mi + sd 
so the budget constraint faced by consumer i E I is 

Bi(Sk ) = Uk'eKB~.(Sk) 

In order t·o show the possibilil·y of Pareto gains we hay!' to prave ('xistence of 
equilibrium wit.h frozen consumer prices and dividends, with free produrer 
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prices and it poll suhsidy distributing the potential gains. We do t.he proof · 
in two steps. First we show t.he existence of f,ompensated equilibrium. After 
that we set out conditions that make the compensated equilibrium a com
petitive one. 

We start by showing the existence of a compensated equilibrium. 

LEMMA: With our assumptions, there exists a compensated equilibrium. 

PROOF: We will apply a fixed point argument to a correspondence suit.ahly 
constructed inspired by the one used in Ham)l1ond and Sempere (J 992). 

Consider first the mean compensated demand correspondence for indi
viduals who originated in count.ry k, whirh is 

Each ~HSk) has a closed a.fld~o )l1e~llrable graph in the domain of character
istics of the measurable economy. Trivially, if we define ij = inflE/• {ijl} , each 
budget set is bounded above by the vector [( sk +mi)(q]1 where f is the vedor 
(1, I, ... 1) E )RL. For any given Sk in a bounded set a~d any ij ~ 0, t.he func
tion ~~(Sk) is integrahle in h . From the discussion of Ya)l1azaki (1981 ), we 
conclude that mean demand is non-empty valued and it has a c1osl'd gra.ph. 
Given that v is non-atomic, mean demand is also COnvex valued. ConRump
tion sets are not bounded . Given that the restricted sei of possible )l1ean 
international productions for the customs union is bounded (writ.e y' for an 
upper bound) any feasible mean copsumj)tion must sat.isfy 

x ~ y' + z - 1 ;ridv 

We define the truncated )l1ean consumption sets 
, ,. ", • • I ,. .,' 

Xh={XE f Xidv I x~y' + E - f;ridll+hf} 
~ . ~ 

for each consumer. Here h is a strict.ly posit.ive natural nllmber and f is 
a vector of ones. The truncated mean consumption sets Xh are Qhviollsly 
compact and convex sets. 
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Each aggregate supply correspondence is non-empty valued, d"fined in a 
suitable compact set Y . As shown by Debreu (1959), an equilibrium relat.ive 
to these sets will also be a equilibrium relat ive to the original Y (I) , given that 
the const rained set of interna.tional productions is compact and that Y(J) 
is convex (see also Hammond and Sempere (1992)). [t will have a dosed 
graph. Simi[arly, the mean national supply correspondence '1k(l') will have 
non-empty, compact and convex values, a closed graph and it will take values 
in a compact, convex set. 

Define Xk E ~c(.~k), a compensat.ed nat.ional average demand. From each 
Xk we get union average consumption x = JI3,idv . Writ.e also Yk E '1dp) for 
each national average production. Civen the addit.ivit.y of the product.ion spl. 
correspondence, t.hese will he unambiguously rplated t.o the union average 
production y. Write also z for x - Y - z. 

As the price adjustment correspondence, we use 

P(z) = { ~II=II if Ilzll > 0 
if Ilzll = 0 

where B = {p E 1RL 1111'11 ::::: I}. It consists of a single point on tIl(' boun<lary 
of B unless x - y - z = 0, in which case it consist.s of t.he wholp of R. 
This correspondence wiI1 have non-empt.y, compa.ct and convex values in a 
compact and convex set and also a clOSf'd graph, given that the value of the 
mean excess demand has a closed graph . 

Write "ilk for .LEI. midv. We also define the poll suhsidy a.djustment. 
correspondence, 

This correspondence will have non-empty and convex values. Its ra.nge Sk is 
convex and compact (because it is u.h.c. in a compact. doma.i n). We can now 
apply Kakutani's fixed point. theorem to the product of the correspondences 

II[~Z(Sk) x '1k(l') x O'k(Xk,Yk, 1')] x P(x,y) 
kEK 

So there are infinite sequences of fixed point.s {[Xkh,Ykh,Skh]kEI\ , l'h} and of 
int,egrahly bounded measlP'atllemappings {5:ih' Y~h} such that: xl'h E ~;(Skh) 
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a.e. in h; Xkh = fl' Xih(dv) and ylh E r/(1/h) a.e. in h; Ykh = f"lIth(dv). 
The following lemma showR t.hat for each h, IIPhll = I and lI ih - Yh - : 11 = 
II zh ll = o. 

LEMMA: At the fixed point for each hone ha.s ll phll = 1 and P'h - Yh - : 11 = 
II zh ll = O. 

PROOF: Suppose instead that IIxh - Yh - Ell > O. From the definit.ion of 
P(z), Ph = zh/llz~ 1I so 

II zhli[Ph zh) = II Zh II II:: II Zh = II zhll
2 

> 0 

This implies that PhZh > 0 and so there exist.s k for which 1'hZkh = Ph(ikh -
Ykh - Ek) > O. Then, since Skh is a fixed point., from the definit.ion of 17, it 
follows that 

If ,Skh = 0, given the assumtion that the pre-reform indi vidual demands were 
single valued , it follows that Xk = f l' e(O)dv. By d"fin ition of maximum, 

We also assumed that at t h~ pre-reform allocation consumers were satisfying 
·their budget sets, so' iikj-" = mi and hence ihik = rnk. This impli('s that 

II Ph II < 1 since t.here is at I('ast one k for which PhZkh > O. 

If Skh > 0 then the fixed point satisfies 

Consumer budget balance implies that also. IIPh ll < 1 if PhZkh > O. From t.he 
above discussion , we concilld(' t hat Ph Zh > 0 implies lI1'hll < J. By d('finition 
of P(z), II zh ll > 0 means that Ilph ll = II [zh / ll zhlll il = I. This contradiction 
implies that II Ph II = I and II Zh II = o. 0 

Given these results, the seqnenre of fixed points t.akes val1ws satisfying 

l xf(4v ) $ ;th = Yh + E ~ Y' + E} 
~ ' . 
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Skh E {Skh E ~ I Os Skh 5 Ph(Zk + Ykh - Xkh) + qkxkh - 171k} 

and Ph E tJ = {Ph E ~L I IIph II = I}. The lower bound of the poll 
subsidy 3 gives obvio,-!s lower bounds for mean demands and upper bounds on 
mean suppl ies. The upper bound of the restricted production set gives upper 
bounds for mean demand and the poll subsidy. These sets are compact. So 
there must be some subsequence which converges to a limit point which will 
be denoted by [( Xi:, Y;;, Si:hEK' p*j . Given that all the :i:~h' yih are integrable, 
we can apply Fatou's Lemma in many dimensions to show that t.here are 
subsequences him) (m = 1,2, ... . ) of h = 1,2, .. . with some p E Hand 
Sk jn the set defined above, and measurable fun ct.ions Xi. such that: (i) 
II xi'dv 5 x * j and, as m ...... 00 , so: (ii) Ph(m) -+ p'; (iii) Skhem) ...... sk; (iv) 
:i:kh(m) -+ xi:j (v) :i:~(m) ...... xi" a.e. in I. 

By the properties of t.hl' fixed point and given t.hat compensat.l'd demands 
and supply correspondences have closed graphs, x i" E ~;(skl and X"-Z == Y E 
flip"). From the discussion above Z = x ' - y. So it defines a compensated 
equilibrium. 0 

If sk = 0, then the definition of the national poll subsidy implies t.hat 

Given that pre-reform demand was single valued and that the pre-reform 
allocation was balanced, this contradicts our assumption of an improvement 
in productive efficiency. This implies that t.he poll subsidy is positive for every 
country form ing the union. In a convex economy this would be enough to 
have a cheaper point for each consumer and so to avoid Arrow's exceptional 
case. Here, as discussed in sedion 3, a non-null set of consumers could 
migrat.e from Qne of the countries t.o some other, and even after recl'iving a 
poll subsidy still be on t.hl' lower bou.ndary of the conditional consumption 
set. This could imply the existence of some points of discontinu it.y in mean 
Walrasia.n demand , prevent ing the existence of a competit.ive equilibrium. To 
avoid such discontinuities in mean demand, the obvious assumption in our 
continuum economy is to require that individuals are sufficiently dispersed. 
For each i E h, define the set 

Si = {Sk I 3:i:' E (~(Sk) n Xt.kl' k' and 
~~--~----------

3Remember that mean demand was a&Gumed to be single-valued at sk = O. 
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and, 

Our assumption is: 

DISPERSED COMPENSATION 2: At the compensated equilibrium, v(T(s)) = 
o. 

As in section 2, what is required is that the distribution of the budget sets 
conditioned to the consumption sets is non-atomic in the points of disconti
nuity. In this case, given t.hat. the poll subsidy is the same for all in<lividuals 
of the same country, what is needed is enough dispersion of the point.s of pos
sible discontinuity of individual demand. This requires enough dispersion in 
the consumption sets and pre-reform income. As in section 3, this is enough 
to have a cheaper point., so 

LEMM A: Assuming thai Ihe transfers satisfy "Dispersed compen .• ation 
xi )-oi xi :=} pxi > pxi v - a. e. at the compensated equilibrium. 

PROOF: Trivial extension of t.he proof of the lemma in section 3. 0 

And we also conclude that 

dJ" 
~ , 

Proposition 2 Under the. assumptions of section 2 and assuming "dispersed 
compensation 2", there e:risls a competitive equilibri1!m v-a. e. In this eq.ui
librium, el'ery consumer if< better off Ihan at the pre-n:/o1"1n allocalion. 

To conclude this section we remark that the compensatory rnec.hanism is 
incentive compatible. In this case it was also required every consumer to 
receive a subsidy dependent of where were they currently living. 

6 Gains from Trade without Survival 

On t.he relationship between internat.ional t.rade and famines there is not a 
practical definitive conclusion. As explained very clearly by Dreze and Sen 
(1989) in their important. contribution to the analysis of famines, on one 
hand we have the idea that when the scarcity of food shows up, the increase 
of needs would be partly hal anced by more internat.ional trade which would 
also reduce food prices serving as a means of ent.it.lement prot.ection. But 
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it is also observed in the history of 'famines that there have often been ex
ports of food from famine affected areas.4 The argument is that if prople do 
not have enough income to buy food at cl1rrent prices, then the response of 
private traders would be to sell their product in the foreigll market. In the 
latter, more international trade would obviously worsen the situation in the 
are~ unless people are given enoug~ cash to buy food. Sen (1981) considers 
a situation of starvation as one in which, in the exchange entitlements set (in 
competitive economies, the budget set), there is not enough food. This would 
define the starvation set as those commodity vectors such that the consumer 
cannot meet his food requirements through exchange. lIe suggest.s introduc
ing the survival question into general equilibrium models by bringing in social 
security transfers preventing starvation or minimum entitlements transfers. 
Dasgupta and Ray (1987) characterize an equilibrium with malnourishment 
and involuntary unemployment in a model with workers' characterist.ics re
lated with food intake. The work of Coles and Hammond (1991) shows by 
standard general equilibrium techniques that all the usual theorems of Gen
eral Equilibrium theory remain valid when the assumption of full survival of 
the population gets removed. In particular, the very importllnt conclusion 
of their paper is that famines and starvation can occur as a conse.<Jllence of 
the inequalities derived from the market mechanism without any reference 
to market failures. This wOllld justify public intervent.ion favouring a bet.ter 
wealth distribution. 

Tn this section, we consider the model of section 2 with thl' Coles and 
Hammond (1990 q:msumption ~et. We will anlllyse condit.ions for pareto 
gains to result from markd integration in customs IInions when the survival 
a.'!8umption is removed and t.he kind of compensation used in sections 4 and 
5 is used. 

6.1 Lump-Sum CompensatioI:l 

As Drcze and Sen (1989) point. ollt, a possible way t.o fight famiDl~s that is 
compatible with the mllrket mechllnism is to give ca.~h to people affected. Iii 
the case llnalysed now, assllming that t.he government is able t·o lise hlmp
sum compensation, the price system is left. undistorted and people are given , . 

4Two cases report,ed in Drcze and Sen (1989) concern th~ famine of 1880 in India and 
t.he Irish ramjn~ of !~45-8. 
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enough income to buy the allocation they would havr purchased hrforf' the 
trade reform. By using this system, the entitlements to food that people had 
before the reform would be guaranteed by giving them cash. 

Now we require the lump-sum system to satisfy mi(p) > pii so each one 
has more income than that needed to purchase their pre-union allocation. 
This is feasible in aggregate given our assumption of improvement in pro
ductive efficiency. Following the same argument as in section 4, we could 
conclude that there is a compensated eqllilibrillm in which each consumer 
would gain. This means that all survivors and non-survivors gain. no survivor 
is made a non,survivor and some non·survivors could be made survivors. In 
order to show that Pareto gains result from such a reform, we have to show 
existence of competitive equilibrium. The problem here, as noticrd. by Coif'S 
and Hammond (1991) , is that n~ne of ollr assumptions rulf's out t.hf' exis' 
tence of a non' null set of individuals who, 1\fter getting the transfrrs, rf'main 
at the limit of survival. This fact would impede the upper hemi·continuit.y of 
mf'-&n demand, preventing the existence of compet.itive equilibrium. To rule 
out this case we make an additional assumption. based on the assumpt.ion of 
dispersed needs of Coles and Hammond (1991). To express t.his a .. sumption 
formally, define first the sets 

pi = {p I 3±i E {~(p. mi(p)) n X~ and 

and, 

Now assume: 

DISPERSED COMI'f,NSAT(QN~: The IU1!IP-$um tra7l .• fr.rs satisfy 1/(1(p)) = 
o Vp 1: o. 

In this case what we require is that the distribution of t.ransfers condi· 
tioned on the consumption set.s is dispersed. The main di/frrence from Coles 
and Hammond's assumption is that here we could allow people to have VE'ry 
similar needs, as long as thE' transfers are dispersed enough. This assumption 
ensures that the set of people 9n the margin of survival has null mea.~ure. 
Then the discontinuities in individual dem<Lnd will be dispersed enough that 
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they will not cause mean demand to be discontinuous. With this assump
tion and following the rea.'lOning of section 4, the existence of competitive 
equilibrium and sO a Pareto gain would be ensured. 

The critique of the compensa.tion mechanism relies first on incentive in
compatibility. Its feasibility depends on the knowledge of preferenccs and in
come of individuals by the government. This is hardly true in real economies. 
A different sort of critique is based on the fact that, even though survival 
of people who would survive iii the absence of a reform is asslIred, this is 
compatible with some proportion of the population remaining in a ~ituation 
of starvation. It would probably be better to use the gains in productive 
efficiency derived from trade in order to increase the proportion of ~lIrvivors 
in the population, even if tho~e who are far from the margin of ~lIrvival are 
made worse off. . . 

6,2 Incentive Compatible Compensation 

In this case, we use the mechanism used in section 5 to distribute I,he gains 
from trade. Now the government freezes consumer prices and uses a uniform 
subsidy to distribute the gains. Relating this mechanisnl to those propo~ed 
by Dreze and Sen to fight famines, we would protect the food ent.it.lements 
of citizens by controlling food prices and we would also increase those enti
tlements by providing cash . 

To prove the existence of Pareto gains is equivalent to proving existence 
of competitive equilibrium when consumer prices are frozen, producer prices 
adjust to clear markets, and people are given a poll subsidy. With t.he same 
"r~ment as il) section 5 we can show existence of a compensated equilihrium 
in whi<-h each survivor is made better off, no survivor becomes a non-survivor 
and some survivors could be made survivors. Again, none of our assumptions 
rules out the existence of a non-null set of consumers wlw after t.he reform 
find themselves stuck at the lower boundary of the survival set. To avoid 
this possibility we use an assulllption similar 1.0 the one used in section 6.1 
based in turn on the dispersed needs devised in Coles and Hammon(1 (1991) . 
Define first the sets, for i E hand k E K 

S; = { ';k I 3£; E {~(Sk) n X~ !lnd 

"Ix; E X~ : iM:; ~m; + sd 
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and, 
/(s) = {i E / I Sk E pi k E K} 

The new assumption is: 

DISPERSED COMPENSATION 4: At the compensated equilibrium, v(l(m = 
o. 

In this case what is required is enough dispersion of the lower houndary of 
the consumption sets and pre-reform income. It would make the discontinu
ities of individual demand dispersed enough so that mean demand preserves 
continuity properties. With this assumption, the same argument as in section 
5 proves the existence of Paret.o gains. 

By using this mechanism, we would ass lITe the sllTvival of all t.hose who 
would have survived in ;tbsence of the trade reform . It is also true that 
some of the people who would not have survived wit.hout the reform could 
be made survivors. But, as remarked in section 6.1, some prople may not 
survive even after the reform. So it. is probably a socially better policy t.o 
increase the number of survivors, usi ng t.he gains from product iv(' ('fficiency, 
without looking for a Pareto gain. 

7 Final Remarks 

In this paper we have given conditions to get Pareto gains from market inte
gration in customs unions when individllal non-convexities in consumer sets 
and preferences are allowed . The main assumption, different from that used 
in standard general equilibrium analysis, was that the type of compensation 
had to be dispersed. This let us consider two particula~ ~xamples. The first 
happened when people were allowed to migra.te from one country to other 
among those forming the union. In the second we removed the a.ssumption 
of full survival of the population . In both cases, given that the formation of 
the union could have made some people better off, but that it also could have 
harmed some others, it was necess;try to find a redist.ribution mechanism t.o 
convert the gains in productive efficiency into effective Paret.o gains. 

In the case of migratioll , we need very important informat.ional and in
stitutional requirement.s to be able to compensate the losers (to knQw the 
evolution of prices, to be able t.o freeze prices and dividf'nds, etc ... ). We also 
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had to do the compensation of people depending on their location in absence 
of the reform. 

When we removed the assumption of full survival, we associated our com
pensation mechanisms with different ways of protecting people's food ent i
tlements. In the two cases analysed, we could find a Pareto gain in which all 
survivors were made better off and some of the non-survivors could be made 
survivors. Apart from the problems with the practical implementation of 
the redistribution mechanisms, we find that it would be socially desirable to 
use the gains in productive efficiency to maximize the number of survivors, 
instead of looking for a Pareto gain. 
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